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The *:s6 o&t»neP consisting of triatofcit; o*y«en molecules- is so reactive 

chemically that it is »t first surprisisg to find the substanca fre. ia the earth'« 

atmosphere..    Little or none of it it found at lew altitudes* hut acre  than seventy 

years age Hartley (l)c obserriag the abrupt tensinsr.ion ia tht ultraviolet end of 

the spectres cf all heavenly bodies., concluded rightly that some invisible cespoe- 

ent of the earth's atmosphere was responsible^    Ee showed thatp qualitatively at 

leant, this ainoMpheric absorption corresponded to that oso^e,     In 1913 Jabry and 

Suiason \c) as.de laboratory a«a§urgsents upon this strong absorption band sf sssne 

is the ultraviolet region of the spsstrua0 the Hartley bands and found ths s&stsaia 

of absorption to occur at &hout 2550 •'-•0    In 1920 Jmbry end Buisson (3} working at 

Marseilles, practically at sea level,, determined the transmission coefficients of 

the earth'1 s atmosphere for sunlight at and near the ultraviolet end of the solar 

spectrum.,    Ib*y shoved conclusively that the form of the absorption curve for the 

atBosphere in the spectral region from 3500 A. to 2992 A agreed quits asmetlywith 

the fera of the Hartley band for o*on*0    Combining their ataotpheric absorption 

measurements with their own earlier laboratory meaearemsnta on ozone, they arrived 

at an amount of the gas in the senith ataosphsre eve? Marseiles in June sf 1920 

as ^»proxisE&t?ly 3 ssilliseters path of pure a sorts reduced to standard teaperattare 

and p res sure c 

If cue reduces to standard temperature and pressure the total amount of 

air in a senith ataosphsre, one arrives at an equivalent air path of about g kilo- 

aftterso    Shne the total otone represents somewhat less than one two-Billionth part, 

and would be Insignificant but for certain remarkable properties possessed by this 

gas     Perhaps the most striking property is the absorption coefficient at ths psak 

of  the Hartley Band at 2550 A*    At this wavelength in the ultraviolet the optical 

transmissions through one centimeter path of pure JSQBS at  standard temperature and 

120 pressure ia approximately 10     '  ,    Correspondingly the transmission through the 

;jmm#imr^ww*mm~.7m**ii*m '•»'• ••   rr -. 
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3» millisetsrs found fey Tsbrj and Buissen is a senith ataosphere at sea level is 

ki- ef the order ef 10"    «    Saall wonder tisat the stpsetrus of all celestial objects 

ends a"5rapi,lyc when the aeaearseenis sr-s s»ade from at or sea? thg«.r*hss *oar face- 

Kueh has been written about iha effects on pla.nt aad aniaai life of the 

ultraviolet absorption ©fescue in aedifying sunlight as received at the earth's 

surface.    It is sufficient at this point: to rssiad the reader that if the aaeunt 

in the  earth3a atmosphere ver«  reduced to about one-third- human skin vould he 

destroyed in a aatter of ainutea exposure to  the suaa    On the ether bawd,, if the 

quantity of ozone were doubled coapared to  the aaount norsaily found,, the hl#ier 

animals and ass vs-uld die out for   lack of she eesential vitamin D, unless enough 

of this vitaain could be produced by synthetic processes to perait surrivalo    feea 

Me the eaorneus increase in bacteriel grewthc normally held in cheek by  aalar 

ultraviolete eight be sufficient to destroy or seriously Halt ether foraa ef life 

upon the earth's surface,,    All this follows fross the fact  that both tide photo- 

production of the antimekitic vitaaia 3 froa sterolss and the photochemical 

destruction of bacteria take place only at wavelengths very near the ultraviolet 

end of me solar Bpestru3c asd this,, as we observe it ea the ©arthE ie Halted 

entirely by the aaount of 020ns in the atacsphere above tuc 

In addition ts these biological effects the  study of atmospheric osone 

has provided a key to certain processes securing In tss upper atacsphere aad so 

there is auch interest ia this gas as an &tao spheric coiosiituentc    finally, there 

is an additional possibility which0 though reaote, any be worth consideration* 

Osone in relatively .sail concentration is toxic to asn„    It is known that aost of 

the ataoepheric oseng lies at high levels in the earth's atacBphere.    If it  should 

happen that the bulk is contained in a relatively narrow stratus0 then it is 

important to know  the peek cencdntratios in  that stratus if that region is to be 

entered Is bigs altitude flight, aid if the air, appropriately cosprsssedtis to ba 

used for respiration* 
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1ft all the distribution of asaae in the earth'* atnosphar* ie a aatter 

of both scientific and practical iatersst0 and justifies considerable effort in 

securing reliable aeasnraaent s« 

Since the total smonnt of ozone in a senith ataesphere as found \>r 

Jabry and Bulsson (3) was area greater than would be vaiisated from the very ainut* 

traces of this gas observed near the earth"s surface, and since a similar resolt 

had earlier been observed by Hartley (!) it waa ecacladed that the bulk of the 

atBwspheris osens aust lie at high lersl«    Quantitative estiaats of this height was 

first accomplished by Oabbanes and Bufay (*0 in 1926,    fhese investigatora used 

the classical aethod of detexaining a^-aospheric absorption by observlag the 

istensity at a particular wavelength as the zenith angle of the son changed,, the 

aaas of air in the path of the sunlight varying nearly as the secant of this senith 

angle <,    However, Cabbanes and Xtafay extended these aeasurenents to senith angles 

approaching 90°, near sunrise and eunset«    Thus* by taking account of the effect 

of the curvature of the earth on the senith angle at successive levels,, they were 

able to detemlne an approxiaate height of the oecne layerD      This height they 

reported as between %40 and oO kiloasiers BOOTS the earth-a surface,    Subsequent 

ssasurssents, notably by Gets, Sghses and Meethan (5>6.7). using a siadlar asthod 

placed the effective altitades at bet**** £5 and Ho kilesster*,,    Xm 1929 Hosseland 

(S)  showed,, an theoretical considerations, that theee heights represented only a 

tort of center of gravity of the«sonee and that the aethod of aeasureaent was 

incapable of distinguishing between a sharply Halted and a diffuse distribution 

of otone with height„ 

Huaerous other estimates of the height of the osone layer were a&de 

irrpn-n the beets of aeasuresents fro a the earth's surface,  including those by one 

of the present authors, but since the literature of thie  subject hae been reviewed 

by O'Brien (9),  further tiseussion of these indirect aetheds will not be necesaary 

in this report. 



She first direct aeasurenents of the distribution of ©sen* with height 

were aa&o 1B June and -*aly, igto by ths Regeaers (ll)a    These larsst!gators 

used a ssall automatic spectre graph carried, by a sounding balloeas mad succeeded 

in obtaining sea§ur*a©st« ef osone on t*o flight® above IS kilometerse on cne 

flight July 31B 193}^ T*« *s altitude of |1 kila»»ttrs0    Unfortunately tee messure- 

aents >»re of ssaeyJiat Halted accuracy because of the saali sise of the is»tra»«eat 

which could be carriedc    Moreover,  the rate of rise of fixe scuadirg balloons was 

so rapid that each speetregrapbie ezpo&ars was made throughout a very considerable 

sprs&«t is uajL^kOou sltituue0    Thus s»u speevrvsi reprsssiited the average of a stratus 

of the earth's atmosphere of considerable thickness, and this led to a loss of 

Tertical "resolving power8 which resulted in some dispute and uncertainty «• 

On July 28, 193U, a few days before the highest Slight Bade by the 

Segener balloons,   spectsoscoplc det* micatioas of atmospheric osone were Bade with 

each larger spesvrographs carried en the firet stratosphere flight, jointly 

sponsored by the latienal Se&graphie Society and the U. S„ Amy Air Corps,    A 

detailed report of these results has been published by 0*3rlen (9) and the lnstru- 

aents hare been described by ?assin and Kurts {l?)c    TJafortuaately rapture of the 

balloon at an altitude 18 kilometers terminated this flight*   The speetregraph 

receiving direct sunlight was parachuted to safety, but the second instrument 

receiving horizon skylight was destroyed in the crash of the gondola, and only a 

fraction of its record preserved*    The skylight speotrograpl^ peraitted the 

application of a new netted for an approximate determination of the osone 

distributions scats *+ klloaeters higher than the ceiling reached by the instrument 

itselfc    The theory of thin method is described in {9).    In 1935 the second 

stratosphere flight u&dsr the auspices of the Ifetiossl Geographic Society and  the 

U„S» Axay Air Corps reached an altitude of 22 klloaetere«    This ties landing of 

all ea.uips.sat was accomplished without aishap. yielding excellent speetrographic 
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rscordsc    M«ftgurssent« with the speelrograph rscsi?in<g direct sunlight gs.T$ the 

ezane distribution to the  ceiling of the flight,  aaaelyj,  22 klloaeters*    Koaatirs- 

aeate with the speetrograph receiving light from the ho risen *y gave indications 

of the Qsone distribution to about to kilometer* -iia considerable accuracyc and 

SOBS indication* of the distribution above that leva! »1Q)S    However,  the sky 

spectrograph nethod was radical„ and there had been SOBS controversy about the 

theoretical validity of the  *y spectrograph aethedc    For this reason the 

possibility of such uncertainties was carefully pointed out in the conclusions ef 

the report of the 1935 flight ClO)„ 

The results found on the 1935 flight (10) shoved a far sore peaked 

distribution curve when the quantity of esone per kHoseter of ateosphere was 

plotted against the height than had been found by any previous workers,,    Since 

the preTious results depended, upon Indirect methods of aeaeursBent froa the ground 

together with the Regeser aeasureaents discussed ebevis- it is not surprising that 

*»y sharply peaked distribution would go eaisotieedc    ¥ith a larger instruaent and 

the  slower rate of rise of the aaa-earrying balloon of 1935• •aoh spectrograa 

represented a quite narrow stratus, end thus aads it possible to detect a sharp 

gradient of osoae cs ncentration with height wherever this aight occur, 

froa 1935 until 19**9 as additional precis- aeasureaents of the vertical 

distribution of ataospherlc esans were att«aptedc    Those reported in (lC) were 

generally accepted as standard, but in epite of the precision possible with the 

full sise epeetrographs sad elow rates of ri s* and descent, not srszyene was 

willing to accept the resulting asesuraBsats t© tie « solas* en of all previously 

published warko    for this reason, la 191**, »• were pleased to accept the invitation 

sfiH to  carry oat further aeasureaents on the vertical dlstribrution of ataospherlc 

otone in connection with the large UBsaansd balloon flights carried out under 

rro*est s^ybs«te" ©f **** Office of Serai les«archt 

ji|.(pii BBBBB       ' '    '   »"•"»""""   '  ~ ~        •»••«-»j"^-- - ';• m-   • "'~•"*a*~i«»sa»s«BK^||«^- 
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£Z?ZHteZ?£l METHOD 

She speetrograph ueed U> rsesirs dirsct sunlight on the stratosphere 

flight o? 1935 (9?iO) w*» we'll adapted to sctssdiag balloon work providing the 

weight of 150 pounds could ba carried to, the aeeessary altitisdee    fortunately 

the large Ssnaral Hills sounding balloons as devslepod for Project Skyhook were 

Adequate for this p turps as vbea used in pairsa    1% did not   seen wise to afcteapt to 

fly the horizon skr spectrograph, in spite of the successful nee of this lnatruasct 

in l?35o    Alone fcha sky speetrograph is of no service,, find to attsapt to fkj oetfe 

the direct son and borison sky speetrograph together appeared to he beyond the 

present capabilities of sounding balloon technique. 

Since a description of the direct sun spectrograph has been published 

no additional description trill be rs.-jul.red aere0    She photographic material used 

in the present operation vae Kodak Llnograph Surrey flla, and the antaaatic fila 

transport aechaaiss of the ^ectrograph was set to take eight pairs of exposures 

per hour instead of four pairs per hour as had been done in 1935c 

a short eeoilon of spectrograph fila is shown in figure 1»    She rlgftt- 

hasd edge of these spectra lies at about 36OQA wavelength, while the left-hand 

ed^e represents ths short wsfalsagth Halt at seas what lose than 3&0QA as set by 

the absorption of osonee    As described in our previous work (9*10) the slit of 

the  spectrograph was covered by an evaporated aloadnoa wedge, the optical density 

of which had a linear variation with dietanee along the slltD    In figure 2 is show:i 

the plot of the optical density of thn wedge against distance in allliaeters froa 

an arbitrary zero position.    As previously deeeribed (9) such wedgee are quite 

neutral over ths lisited «a.v«l»!igti» r«£ion in the ultraviolet included in the 

S8 sp$etr6^ra£SSc 

At the right-hand aargin of thn  spectrcgraph fila can bs seen the photo- 

graph of the face of a high grade watch; especially lubricated for operatic over 
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a yf-is temperature range, and a«»* as a check on the time clack which asntrol'ied 

the erposure  s»nueBcs„    A* is our previous work a mall bimetallic thertaese«s*r 

face can be seen in the center of the watch face, providing a constant record of 

the teaperaiure of th« interior of the speetrogreph caaerac 

the method need for the determination of ofsoa fros direct solar spectra 

is the asms as ve have previously described (10).    This method which involves a. 

graph!?»! golutloa, provides for the determination of the osone above the instru- 

•»at eves m,sn both the altitude of the balloon and the asnith angle of the son 

are continually varying,, 

Let A  be a wavelength which is absorbed by osone and X a looser wave- 

length for which 9 sons absorption say be neglseted,,    Let    £0    and   l^' be the 

intensities at A   and   A in the sola? speetrs: outside of the earth8s at ao sphere,, 

and lu and l^  the corresponding intensities within the ataesphere at a level and 

at a solar zenith angle defining the condition "as
0 

^ V Let   $, > log10   |i   and   V a I^QI? 
• a 

«•   V=DV. 
where Bffl     and BK 0    refer to optical density due to scatter and osone 

absorption, respectively. 

JSvldently 

where 

M 

Let 

and 

H :8 
DV* *«• 

d^ 0 since X > A 

Vo, a Sm - V " *• 

- log Is« - log I„ - (log Ie
8 - log I0) - A. 

4 s log l^  - log lm - 4^ 

s«,o3 ^"©3 5SC S 

:<^lmmm<<l^dm*•'•'•'•-~^&~>*^^•^•'•JSXK'',a*^'-'' 
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where 

Then 

Where 

s K, Kenith gjsfcie of  swa,, arvd 

%, » optical  density of smith osone above the Gbservsr„ 

1 
q » D0    isoit*" 

x*» 
I* » log -S-   r. constant for a given A   to!   A, 

If So      doss sot changee EG, for ssasple, vhon observer's depth la the atmosphere 

Is constant, then <l is a linear fuse**or* of sso ««,    Attending this line bade to 

the fictitious see ;«0, ths ordinate at the intercept rep reseats £,-, toe logari*J*» 

of  the ratio of intensities at A   and \ outside ths atmosphere,,    She slaps of the 

line is evidently equal to % = 

Xf we obssrvor rises thraueh the atmosphere ar-d in eo doing paesss 

through osono so that % diminishes,, then the values of % will lie below the 

straight line by an saount A <i & eeo s * A BQ_. 

Sensitoastry of the spectrograms was accomplished with a Sinclair Saith 

recording Bicr©deasiteaeter0    A aesple of a typical trace of a spectrum, made at 

a constant height above the bottoa edge of the spectrum (Figaro l) is shows i» 

figts-e 3=    Included on this trace are the wavelengths of certain landaarks in the 

Irannhofer spectrum*   these are the saae selected wavelengths used in our previous 

determinations of osons (10), and were chosen beoaoss they fall bstween solar 

absorption peats and eo represent wavelength rsgiona in t£iieh the solar emission 

is high-    Actually only a single wavelength, substantially outside the Hartley 

absorption band,, together with a eingle wavelength well within the band, are 

neoeesary for determination of quantity of osone.    however, we have found advantagou 

in using at least two different spectral regie2* within the absorption band 

together with the third region outside, and Siis has been the practice followed 

in the present determination.,    fhus two coexist* independent sets of osono 

determinations were obtained eight times per hour through© t£   the flighty 

- -*<w*wt.««• 
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Tam procedure used to reduce the Biex»denel toaster tr&c«* to relative 

spectral intensity wss the sasss as ve nave reported previously (iO),,    six or as?* 

sdcrodenaitometer traces were nad© at different foeigftts a"aa?s the bottom 9<&g* of 

the apectrua, each trace running alone the direction of dispersion*    8ince the 

linear aleainngi weSge noucted in front of a speotregrqph silt protested a linear 

scale of logaritse of intensity along any given speetraa lins& it is evident that 

the observed densities of the photograph determined mkm the aierodsnsitoaeter 

trace can bs converted direolly *e ibrn a characteristic or 3UD curve for  the 

pftrtiseiar type of fila used.    Since the Bisradensi toaster read directly the 

4ransBls&lon rather than density*  it was convenient to plot  i-raaeaissien against 

position on the epectrua corresponding to the position on the alnBinum wedge or 

'wedge step" ae here labelled*   A set of typical curves are shews in figure ka 

Since the spectral range involved in this wozk is so snail,, and since 

the  region is one over which both the sensitivity and g&aaa of the fila are nearly 

sanstas* ; it is possible to ccBbinc the results of a large nnaber of curves sish 

as shown in figure *l into a s*~"*ls curve ^?sisal of the characteristic curve of 

the photographie eBulaion over the range involved,,    this is shown in figure 5« the 

actual polnte of obeervation being indicated by small «tetse   a template cut t&m 

this aean curve was used to draw the actual carves shown in figure kt the ssall 

oirolee in figure k representing experi.Bental point* fsr *he   particular epeotroa 

selected as an ezaaplet, 

At the request of the Office of laval Research the equipment was aade 

ready In the late suaaer of 19^8 and transported to Gasp Elpleye Minnesota fxoa 

which point the General Mills Coepsny was launching balloons0    Since we had 

developed a refined technique for cost insane triangnlatlon upon A wmsdiag 

balloon sose years previously (13) our theodolites and plotting inetranents were 

also transported to Ceap Bipley in order to provide balloos altitude deteradnations 

Vf 
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of & higher order of accuracy than possible vl t.h a radio ssteoragraph,, 

tfefortueately,,  diffieultiea were eaco-ostsred by th« General Mills (Jroup;  and a 

number of trial  flights c&rryisg instruments other than our spectrograph failed 

at very moderate altitudes iiu» to balloon rapture.,      After several wessrs in the 

field we were infoisted that it was unlikely that any saecessful flights could br 

Obtained that year., and tha squipsssi u»f> returned to  the Usi varsity of Eoehs 3ter0 

Ths following year, 19**9C ws wars informed by the Office of laral 

EoBsarsh that the ©sears! -^ills Oompamy had so   perfected their e*a theodolite 

tFi»-igsl3tian technique as wol 1 as triangmlatios by radio direction finding,, 

that it would be unnecessary for the University sf Bechester group to do  its own 

triangalatlon upon the balloon-    «he spectrograph was again prepared and 

transported ts?  Gamp Hipley; but altitude determinations were loft setirely to the 

Oeusral Mills group„   Unfortunately,, their theodolite triaagnlatien failed 

completely as did trisagalatioa with radio direction finders,,    fhe only detsrsiuA- 

tl&ii of altitude,  therefore,, came from the radio meteor&graphc    Fortunately this 

4 M t!*9!st BBgomrg to bavs b<*h*T»d weli- 

Xn addition to kszwiag the altitude ef the speotrogr&phlc Instrument 

above sealeve! as a funotion of time, it is aoessaary that the smith angle of 

the *tm be likewise iaavw.    Since  Uiio la a function of local espparent tise and 

latitude, it is necessary that, in addition to  standard time,  the approxlmate 

latitude and longitude of the instrument be known for each spectrogram of the 

series*    Although the triangalatlon upon the balloon had failed,  snail slow speed 

airplanes were able to follow along,, keeping  the balloon ia sight, and were thus 

able to reesri the time at which several amp positions were passed*    Values for 

latitude and longitude at four  times aier£ the four hour flight ars shown in 

figure 7, fcLe points being connected by straight lines since me exact path of 

the  balloon between thesis points was unknown*    fortunately the csangats in bath 

s 
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latitude and longitude are sufficiently sail so that the straight line apt>roxi- 

aatioa is entirely adequate. 

When the  ffpeet re graph*i5 iasirumsnfc  is a substantial distance below the 

canter of gravity of the ozone layer, and vhen the zenith angle of the sun is 

large as was the case in the earl;? naming portion of the flight„ it Is nsoeesary 

to   correct the  zenith angle of the nvm, for the curvature of the earth in the 

aanner described en page 80 or reference (l0)„    Shis has been carried thrsaga 
r 

giving the corrected angle   c;      the secant of which is plotted against central 
i 

standard tiaa in figure 7°    Also, plotted in figure 7° 1* ***» altitude above sea 

levela 

Because of the  failure of the triangulatlon it is not possible to state 

the accuracy with viich the altitude determinations were sade*    However, the radio 

metemragraph had been especially modified for sensitive response to the rtry lew 

baroBstrie pressures encountered at }0 kilometerso    In laboratory tests before 

flight it had behavad well and consistently, and during the flight its indications, 

as telemetered at the radio receiving station^ shewed every evidence of consistent 

and proper instrument functioning* It seem* likely 0 therefore,, that the altitudes 

are correct to within perhaps one-half kilometer, and may, in factc be scsswha'* 

better than this,- 

Spectral intensity measurements reduced as described above were used 

for the quantitative determination of OEOI&S in the same manner as described in 

reference (10)„    Ths absorption cs efficients for osone used in our earlier work 

were those reported by Pebry and Buieson in 1931 (1*0«    Sheas values are modified 

very slightly by ths work of ly ?ei-s« mad Choong Skin-Flaw in 1933 (15)o    She 

difference between the results of these authors and Fabry and Bui. even are very 

slight; but the newer measurements have bees used in the redaction ef the present 

work*    fas optical density of ozone per centimeter of the gas at standard tempera- 

ture and pressure hsa been tabulated against wavelength and shown is table I. 
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in the  same sssner as daasri'bed In rafsrcmea (10)  the quantity Q, 

doriTwu. SIKJVS has  been plottsd against tho nacnat of   S     for wavelength JilOA 

and 3^50*- and la shown in figure 7«    As described la reference (10) a plot of Q 

against the s~eaat of t     will be a straight liae to long as the epeetrcgraphia 

inatrusent  ranaine beneath the atscephario osone, no Batter vhat the smith angl$ 

of the tun a&y be„    As the Instruaent rises thre^a the £Sone, however, tha actual 

values of ^ will fall below the straight lias, the sscunt indicating the quantity 

of csoi«s  thrvi^h which ths i«et russet has risen*. 

TABLE I 

£\ Wavelength at.       f?aps 
?Q_ 

5300  
5270 0.50 
5175 0*75 
3125 1.20 
5050 2.70 
5015 4el0 
£992 5.25 

^g^g-jjBgfiMES^^ ,~~T" I 

-f- 
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HSfULTS 

f'be findings fs? the rsrieu* spectra at different altitudes are shown 

la table II.,   AH is the eaiQ^ist by which e point is above or below the straight 

Xiao portion of the curve     fhs total osene concentration abova 3 kiloasters was 

found from the straight Una portion of the curve to he e29fc o»o at standard 

temperature and pressure,,    The values of   & Q when negative iadieatse that this 

vaiss should bs added to ,236 cs„   Positive vsiuts of   A a indicate that this 

quantity should be subtracted frost a29e CB» to  «p.?- the total seuith ssone abo e 

the  speetrograpnio instru»eat,> 

In figure 9 are plotted the quantity of csone in centimeters path at 

standard te»peratur# and pros sure in the zenith atmosphere abevo the spactro- 

X'=R graphic instrument at altitudes fr-as 8 kilometers to the top of the flight of yaay 

\J kiloaietersc    She circles containing eras sea represent the deteralnatlone made by 

comparing wavelength 311C k with 3300 Ac    In the sane figure the recite of our 

1935 determinations are shown in *   * dotted su^r* labelled 2*plorer 21 „ while Oe 

jeec&s of the sounding balloon observations of the negeaere In 193^ s~s shown by 

the dashed starve*    It H»a*t be rsneebered that the flight of the balloon Implore- I 

took place i.a Isv«eber, when, in the northern hemisphere,, the absolute quantity 

of osone in the earth's atmosphere it lowc    Ihc» eurvs labelled Operations acyno' s., 

on the other hand, represents a flight aade on June l6, 19*t9. a time of the yea- 

shea the quantity of sttsospheric esens is the «arth«m hemisphere is high. 

In spite sf the diffareeee in the absolute qaaatity of ozone encouate ed 

in V$V} a* compared to I935» » difference typical of the difference in tliae oi : ee. , 

the relative amounts of ozone as a function of altitude are surprisingly siadla:% 

Thin is shown in figure 10 where the amouiits are plotted as percent of atone 

remaining above the instrument as function of £*igta of instrsseat„    fhe total 

amount above 15 kilometers has been taktm arbitrarily as 100 percent, although us 
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shown by figure $ thsrs is a very snail amount of wen* lying 'below this leva: c 

Psrhape the most striking feature cf figure 10 it the fae» that the determina- 

tion of oaone from direut   sunlight on Operation Skyhook agrees not only with 

the determination f» m the direct sunlight up to 22 kilometers in the flight < f 

Sxplerar 11, but that this agreement should continue op to an altitude    *yond 

27 kilometers^    'i!his conf iraaticn of the sky spec tro graph method ie ver: 

reassuring*    It inaat he rBEenhered that eaeh flight was made in a polar air 

mass, the aeteor -^logical conditions being chosen rather carefully to provide 

both clear weather and the minimum of wind velocity in the early morning hour i 

during balloon iiiflatienc    Thus sac might  expect a YBTJ similar vertical diet'i- 

a»tion of atmospheric csone   »'r«t trough fourteen years elapsed "between the 

measurement So 

Is figure 11 the oso^e par kilometer of height is plotted against th* 

altitude of the instruaent,,    The curves of figure 11 »re the derivatives of tie 

corvee of figure 10 „ and thus sensitive to   small errors in slope determinatic i»< 

Severthelese;,  even in figure 11 the agresaent between the Skyhook and Ksplorf * 1 

curve remained quite good..,    The fast that the determination t>y the Regeners 

does not agree with our results is not surprising,:    As discussed above 4 the 

rapid rate of rise and relatively long exposures cf each spectrum prevented 

detection of the sharp maximum actually present 

It is of interest to no*a •*&?>>% the maximum path of esone per kiiomotc r 

of height was found to bo 0*026 cs at standard temperatures and pressure, anc 

that this aaxAKSs concaatratioa was found at an altitude of sfc>* 21f- fcllonevrrm. 

At-  this altitude a waa .-.Axoaetrl c pressure is approximately 0B0HU atmosphen•• 

^p m.*; fit   the me&n temperature of -^v  toe density of the air is 0,055 r-ka* oi 

air at  sea level at 0°CB    Air taken ia at  this altitude aa& coifspyeased In a 

supercharger without decomposition of the osos& would, of cours*,  retain ths  sax 
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rslaiifs eonceatraiiozu    "?his Talus is ndtMs ins ratnsr vid« 98?r*ad limits 

which have b«i?n published for osons texlcitjr,  «» this aspect of the i«aalts 
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